
Silicone Super-Absorbent Fiber Dressings

Vitale® Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings are highly absorbent dressings for 
wounds with light to heavy drainage. The absorbent pad is surrounded by a 
waterproof but vapor permeable border. The adhesive is soft, flexible silicone for 
maximum patient comfort & nursing convenience.
This dressing is composed of 4 important layers:
 1) The Silicone Contact Layer covers the entire patient contact surface. It 
   allows transmission of fluids to the foam, while helping maintain the ideal 
   moist environment for healing. Silicone reduces pain and trauma during 
   dressing application, inspection, and at change time.
 2) The perforated Silicone film behind the Silicone Adhesive Contact Layer 
   provides firm support for the silicone adhesive and has many holes in it to 
   allow moisture to penetrate.

 3) The highly absorbent super-absorbent fiber pad rapidly absorbs exudates and holds 
   them until dressing change time.
 4)  The outer film, breathable yet waterproof, is a barrier to bacteria and other microbes.
   These dressings come in three sizes to accommodate all sizes of wounds.
Vitale Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings may be used as a primary dressing in direct 
contact with the wound bed, or as a secondary (cover) dressing over an appropriate wound
filler or other primary dressing.

 Product #: Description: Qty/box: HCPC Codes:
 20234 Vitále Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings 3 ½” x 4” (9x10 cm) 10 A6196
 20267 Vitále Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings 6” x 7” (15x18 cm) 10 A6197
   20280 Vitále Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings 8” x 10” (20x25 cm) 10 A6197
 20290 Vitale Sacral Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings 7” x 6 ¾” (175x170 mm) 5 A6197
 20292 Vitale Sacral Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings 6" x 5.8" (15x14.5 cm) 10 A6196
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Indications: Vitále Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings are for single use only and can be used for the treatment of the following wounds:

The dressings may remain in place for 1-7 days based on wound characteristics and drainage amounts.Not indicated for dry wound conditions or for 3rd 
degree burns. Vitále Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings are sterilized by exposure to ethylene oxide gas and must not be resterilized.

Features & Benefits:
Highly absorbent Absorbs many times its own weight, allowing the dressing to remain in the wound.
Multi-functional  May be used as primary or secondary dressing as appropriate.
Moist wound environment The 4-layer pad keeps the wound moist for healing.
Silicone adhesive  Won’t irritate peri-wound tissue. Border can be lifted to inspect wound site between
  dressing changes.

 • Pressure Ulcers 
• Diabetic Ulcers

• Skin donor sites
• Arterial Ulcers

• Second Degree Burns
• Plus Covering Other Treatments

Superficial or Deep Light to Heavy
Exuding Wounds

Vitale Silicone Super-Absorbent Dressings use a unique 
release material layout, with three sections instead of the 
usual two. This allows the user to take off the center 
release paper first, and position the dressing properly using 
the silicone adhesive to hold the dressing in place. Then 
the side release material can then be easily removed to 
complete application.Open package & remove

center release film.
Position dressing and

adhere the center to the wound.
Carefully remove the two side

release films & adhere the borders.
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